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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation:

Research on quantity discount pricing by
container liner shipping

Degree:

Master of Science

The main work of this dissertation is to establish a pricing model of container liner
company for unfixed small and medium freight forwarders, considering refund fee
and incremental quantity discount under the condition of uncertain market demand,
and to find the expression function of the optimal discount rate and the expected
return of both freight forwarders and liner companies. Among them, the optimal
breakpoint is the optimal booking volume without a quantity discount. Simultaneously,
qualitative and quantitative analysis and numerical simulation are carried out when
market demand is subject to the uniform distribution.
When the market demand is uncertain, the pricing contract model of container liner
companies with a quantity discount reaches the optimal state in the whole supply
chain. Moreover, the pricing contract with quantity discounts can increase the optimal
order quantity of freight forwarders. At the same time, the expected revenue of liner
companies and freight forwarders can be increased.
In the pricing model of container liner companies with an incremental quantity
discount, the optimal booking volume and revenue expectation are monotonic
increasing functions of a uniformly distributed parameter. The optimal discount rate of
liner companies is a monotonic increasing function of open price and monotonic
increasing function of unit transportation cost. Whether liner companies or freight
forwarders, the revenue level increases with the increase of refund fee and retail
price, but the impact of incremental quantity discount pricing contracts on the
revenue level is gradually reduced.

KEYWORDS: Uncertain market demand, Incremental quantity discount, Container
liner shipping, Refund fee, Optimal discount rate
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1 Introduction
1.1 Research background
Container transportation has played an essential role in the global supply chain.
Volumes as measured in 20-foot equivalent units (TEUs) increased at 2.6 percent in
2018, down from 6 percent in 2017, bringing the total to 152 million
TEUs.(UNCTAD,2019) For container liner transportation, "product" is a container
transportation service. Unlike general products, it is characterized by being unable to
store. Once the ship leaves, the remaining container space on the ship without cargo
will be wasted, causing losses to the shipping company. As a result, a container liner
shipping company can accept more bookings (i.e., overbookings) than its available
capacity. Because most sea cargo is not time-sensitive, the cost of late reallocation
of cargo due to overbooking is usually much lower than that of air passenger/cargo.
Moreover, delayed containers can be transported through other services to reduce
the cost of delay. In other words, shipping companies can "share" their capabilities
between different services to reduce the negative impact of overbooking, making
them more flexible than airlines. Besides, it should be noted that according to current
industry practice, customers can cancel their reservation at any time before the
container is full without any penalty.
There are two types of customers of liner shipping companies, contract customers
and spot customers. Large industrial customers, such as Nike, need to transport
dozens or even hundreds of containers each week. They usually have long-term
contracts with shipping companies (for example, one or two years contracts) and
enjoy competitive freight rates. In contrast, individual customers in the spot market
are usually limited to a maximum of a few containers. For example, a family needs to
move from China to the United States and pack everything in one container. Such
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individual customers either call the carrier (usually freight forwarders or non-vessel
operating common carriers) or log on to the carrier's website for information on
possible services.
In terms of pricing, the vast majority of liner trades is done through service contracts
in which the freight rates are confidential and negotiated on a one-to-one basis
(Marlow and Nair, 2008). Contract customers are usually large manufacturers, global
retailers, and large freight forwarders because they have stable demand for
container transportation. Such customers usually have more exceptional negotiation
ability with liner shipping companies to obtain a favorable freight rate. Shipping
companies can also contract with these customers to ensure stable demand for
container transportation. On the other hand, spot customers are usually small-scale
customers with smaller container transportation demand. They include small and
medium-sized enterprises, small international traders, and freight forwarders. These
customers have no advantage in freight rate, so they can not negotiate with a
preferential freight rate. Therefore, shipping companies have more power to set
freight rates for these customers, which is called the spot freight rate. Spot freight
rate is more flexible than the contract rate and can be adjusted more frequently (e.g.,
once a week).
In a word, the constraints of the pricing of liner service are based on three parts,
including the behavior of spot customers and contract customers, the trend of freight
rate in the container transportation market, and the contract terms and conditions of
contract customers. By determining each customer group's freight rate, the profit of
the container liner shipping company can be maximized. In the process, there will be
games between freight forwarders and liner shipping companies and also different
behaviors of customers.
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In practice, most of the shipping company's bookings are handled manually, but
online booking systems such as Maersk will be a new trend. Maersk launched a new
online booking platform in 2018. Customers can get real-time quotes and real-time
booking confirmation, and have space guarantee. If the customer's booking can not
be carried out as planned, Maersk shipping will make compensation. For better
management and planning, Maersk will charge a certain cancellation fee if the
customer cancels the booking unilaterally. Maersk hopes that this online mode can
improve both planning and ship stowage rates. In Asia, the temporary cancellation
rate is very high, and the weekly temporary cancellation rate fluctuates greatly, which
brings great challenges for shipping companies to provide stable services for
customers. Generally speaking, the average temporary cancellation rate is 20% 30%, but sometimes it can be as high as 70%. Maersk hopes to reduce or eliminate
the temporary cancellation of the shipping industry by learning from the good
operation mode of other industries, just like buying airline tickets to ensure the space,
so as to provide customers with more predictable and cost-effective services.
Technology and digitalization are changing the global trade landscape. An online
booking system will reduce the cost of frequent change pricing. Therefore, in order to
seize the spot customers, the new pricing strategy is the future direction.
Furthermore, the pricing strategy should maximize the profit of the shipping company
and ensure that the freight forwarder's profit does not decrease, succeed in the game
with other competitors, and make the freight forwarder as not only a follower but also
a long-term customer. A simple price reduction policy is not an appropriate way to
ensure the profit of the production line and its agents. Instead, many production lines
adopt a differential pricing strategy, such as quantity discount (QD), which grants
discounts to specific freight forwarders whose order volumes exceed preset price
breakouts.
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Based on the above background, this dissertation attempts to explore and analyze
how container liner companies use quantity discount pricing contract to attract more
freight forwarders, increase revenue, improve the competitiveness of enterprises,
and achieve the overall coordination of the supply chain.
1.2 Literature review
The research literature related to this dissertation is divided into three disparate
streams. One is the pricing method, and another one is the application of quantity
discount pricing theory, and the other is the pricing strategy by liner shipping
companies.
1.2.1 Pricing method
I have reviewed the literature on pricing methods, including quantity discount,
two-part tariffs, and multiple-part tariffs.
Monahan (1984) studied how the seller should make an appropriate quantity
discount from the seller's perspective, based on the structure of one seller and one
buyer. According to the study, the more the buyer orders, the more favorable it is to
adopt the quantity discount because the quantity discount is that the higher the order
quantity, the lower the unit price can be used for the purchase, and the more the
discount will be. Quantity discount is a kind of pricing strategy to attract the buyer to
increase the order quantity. Although increasing the order quantity will lead to only
the cost increase, as long as the seller's discount exceeds the buyer's holding cost,
the quantity discount will be attractive to the buyer. At the same time, the seller also
reduces the order processing cost per unit time due to the buyer's increased order
quantity. A proper quantity discount can increase the profit of both the buyer and the
seller.
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Oi (1971) pointed out that the two-part pricing method is composed of two segments:
the lump sum fee and the per-unit price. That is to say, the charging method of the
seller is divided into two stages. The first stage is that the buyer has to pay a fixed
franchise fee to have the right to purchase the product. The second stage is that after
the buyer obtains the purchased license, each unit of product is purchased according
to the price of each unit.
Dada and Srikanth (1987) proposed another expression of quantity discount.
Distribute all the extra profits to the buyer, i.e., lower price per unit. At this time, the
seller does not increase the profit under the quantity discount. In order to let the
seller also increase the profit, only a fixed fee should be charged to the buyer. In this
case, the buyer's payment method is changed to pay a fixed fee and purchase
according to the product's unit price. This charging method is the concept of two-part
pricing.
Murphy (1977) pointed out that the particular three-part pricing method can make the
monopolist obtain more profits than the two-part pricing method. The three-part
pricing method is composed of two two-part pricing methods in two different order
quantity intervals. Retailers can select the order quantity price interval of suppliers
according to their demand. For example, the fixed franchise fee of the two-stage
pricing method in the first order quantity range is F1, and the order price of each unit
product is V1; the fixed franchise fee of the two-stage pricing method in the
second-order quantity range is F2, and the order price of each unit product is V2; and
F1 < F2, V1 > V2.
Murphy (1977) also pointed out that in order to implement perfect price discrimination,
exclusive manufacturers must know the demand of every consumer in the market in
advance. That is, exclusive manufacturers must have the ability to distinguish
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consumers with different demands in the market. However, in real life, it is quite
difficult to distinguish the demand of every consumer completely. Murphy pointed out
that the selective multiple-part pricing method does not need to distinguish
consumers from different demands in advance. When consumers make a choice, it is
equivalent to distinguishing consumers afterward. Murphy compares the two-part
pricing method with the three-part pricing method and points out that the particular
three-part pricing method can obtain more profits for the exclusive manufacturer.
1.2.2 Application of quantity discount pricing theory
I have reviewed the literature on the quantity discount pricing problem. As an
effective way of supply chain coordination, quantity price discount plays an important
role in supply chain management because of its simplicity and low management cost.
Many scholars have studied the application of quantity discount pricing theory,
especially in the field of purchasing and inventory. Many models are proposed to
design a quantity discount pricing problem from the perspective of vendor. However,
due to the particularity of the shipping industry, the research on quantity discounts in
container liner pricing is very few. Therefore, It is meaningful to study the application
of quantity discount theory in other industries, especially related to transportation.
Monahan (1984) analyzed a supplier preset an optimal all-units quantity discount
pricing scheme to maximize the profit. Lee and Rosenblatt (1986) further researched
based on the Monahan’s model by imposing constraints on the discount and relaxing
the assumption of a lot-for-lot policy. Their model was further generalized by Goyal,
1987a, Goyal, 1987b. Kim and Hwang (1989) proposed a formula for calculating the
maximum profit of suppliers, buyers, and both parties by utilizing an all-unit and
incremental quantity-discount system. Chiang et al. (1994) analyzed the traditional
quantity discount problem from the game theory's perspective by developing both
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non-cooperative and cooperative models.
The quantity discount is also studied from the perspective of channel coordination.
Many researchers consider how to determine the optimal pricing policy or
coordination mechanism based on the quantity discount to improve the whole
system's profit or cost-effectiveness. (Weng, 1995, Corbett and De Groote, 2000,
Chen et al., 2001, Viswanathan and Wang, 2003, Wang and Wang, 2005, Zissis et
al., 2015, Venegas and Ventura, 2018). For example, Weng (1995) studied the
channel coordination between one supplier and a group of homogenous buyers
provided by quantity discounts. The study showed that the optimal all-units quantity
discount is equivalent to the optimal incremental quantity discount in achieving
channel coordination. Chen et al. (2001) addressed non-traditional order-quantity
discount schemes that could not guarantee perfect coordination in terms of different
retailers based on the annual sales volume, order quantity, and order
frequency. Viswanathan and Wang (2003) evaluated quantity discounts and volume
discounts as coordination mechanisms in distribution channels with price-sensitive
demand by considering a single-vendor or a single-retailer. Wang and Wang
(2005) explored the coordination between a single supplier and a group of
independent and heterogeneous retailers through a Stackelberg game. The study
showed that the selection of all-units or incremental quantity discount policies did not
affect the benefits of quantity discounts. Under asymmetric information, Zissis et al.
(2015) proved that perfect coordination is possible between a manufacturer and a
retailer who has private information that can affect the reservation level.
The quantity discount theory is not only applied to the wholesale pricing of suppliers,
but also of the common carriers, to fully realize the scale economy of transportation.
A large number of studies show that the buyer's purchase decision explicitly includes
the transportation cost of quantity discount. These studies include those of Lee,
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1986, Tersine et al., 1995, Shinn et al., 1996, Burwell et al., 1997, Chan et al., 2002,
and Darwish, 2008. Most recently, Tsao and Sheen (2012) discussed a joint
multi-item replenishment problem in which the freight cost discount depends on the
higher weight to take advantage of transport economies of scale. Li et al.
(2012) studied the application of quantity discount in air transportation network for
freight forwarders, considering volume and weight constraints, flight departure/arrival
times, as well as shipment-ready times. Nguyen et al. (2014) studied the application
of the quantity discount in the freight integration problem,the seller tries to increase
the buyer's order size and integrate the delivery order into the multi-stop truck routes
by providing freight discount. The design of quantity discount policy in transportation
pricing is rarely studied. Qiu and Lee (2019) studied a rail transportation pricing
problem with quantity discounts in a dry port system consisting of one dry port and
multiple shippers and established a Stackelberg game model.
1.2.3 Pricing strategy by liner shipping companies
I have reviewed the literature on pricing strategies for container transportation. Zhou
and Lee (2009) studied the pricing strategy between two firms and two locations
considering the empty equipment repositioning. The two carriers could control the
price and influence the amount of demand. They built a mathematical model and
analyzed both the monopoly and the duopoly market cases to study the optimal
pricing strategy and the outcome of the competition. The outcome showed that in the
duopoly market case, potential imbalance and unit empty equipment repositioning
cost increase profit. Lee et al. (2015) studied fractional price-matching contracts in
both the contractual and spot freight markets of container shipping. They built a
game-theoretical model to analyze the dynamic interaction between the liner
shipping company and the customers. The study showed that the carrier could use
the fractional price matching contract to generate a higher demand from the shippers
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compared to no price matching contract by increasing the "fraction" in equilibrium. Xu
et al. (2015) extended the study of Zhou and Lee (2009) that they studied the pricing
strategy by assuming one-liner shipping carrier and two freight forwarders in a
transportation service between two ports. They established a mathematical model for
the joint pricing policy and sharing strategy regarding whether to share the cost of
empty equipment repositioning or undertake it solely. Chen et al. (2016) also focus
on the optimal pricing strategy for carries by assuming a shipping market between
two locations, two categories of cargo, and the repositioning of empty containers.
They built both a monopoly and a duopoly model and analyzed the relationship
between the profit and the price sensitivity, cost structure, and competition intensity.
Zheng et al. (2017) studied pricing strategies considering the competition and
uncertain demand. They assumed two types of liner shipping operators, including
risk-averse and risk-neutral decision-makers. They built a Nash game model and
obtained the equilibrium solution. They analyzed the relationship between risk
preferences and pricing decisions in their case study. In general, the latest research
on container pricing strategy pays more attention to the discussion of different game
theory and / or behavior at the macro-level (i.e., competition in container
transportation market).
Additionally, based on the operational level, Wang et al. (2015a) proposed a bi-level
optimization model, in which the upper level is the expected profit maximization of
the liner company and the lower level is the customer selection behavior modeling. In
this model, the optimal itinerary scheme for a given freight rate and the optimal
freight rate algorithm for an adjustable freight rate is proposed. The most related to
the dissertation is the study by Yin and Kim (2012), who designed an analytic model
based on a total quantity discount pricing scheme between one container liner
shipping company and freight forwarders. The model was considering multiple
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price-break points and penalty rate to maximize the profits of both carrier and freight
forwarders. At the operational level, the research on pricing strategy for container
liner shipping companies is still insufficient.

1.3 Research purpose and significance
The latest research on container pricing strategy usually focuses on the discussion of
game theory and/or behavior at the macro-level (i.e., competition in container
transportation market). At the operational level, the research on pricing strategy for
container liner shipping companies is still insufficient.
Additionally, the literature on quantity discount pricing is rich and abundant in other
industries. Although quantity discount pricing is an effective and excellent strategy
and most commonly used by suppliers, the design of quantity discount pricing
strategy in container transportation is rarely studied.
The purpose of this dissertation is to help container companies to determine the
appropriate quantity discount pricing, and to understand the use of quantity discount
pricing. More specifically, two problems are solved: 1. How to determine the best
quantity discount pricing scheme for container liner shipping companies? 2. When
the quantity discount pricing scheme is used, how does it affect shipping companies'
performance and freight forwarders?

1.4 Research contents
The first chapter is the introduction. This chapter mainly introduces the research
background of the pricing problem of container liner companies considering the
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quantity discount, summarizes the previous research, points out some blind areas of
the pricing problem of container liner companies, puts forward the research purpose
and significance of this paper, and finally explains the research content and ideas of
this dissertation.
The second chapter is the related basic theory and practice description. This chapter
starts from the theory of quantity discount, summarizes the classification and
characteristics of quantity discount involved in this paper, and explains the
application principle of quantity discount theory. Secondly, it introduces the different
pricing strategies and functions of liner companies.
The third chapter is the establishment and solution of the formula. First of all, this
chapter describes the pricing problem of container liner companies considering
quantity discounts. Then, by analyzing the actual needs of liner companies and
freight forwarders, a model to maximize the expected revenue of liner companies
and freight forwarders is established. Finally, the expression of the optimal discount
rate is solved, and the model is analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively.
The fourth chapter is numerical analysis. In this chapter, the complex expressions
solved in the previous section are numerically substituted, and the characteristics
and significance of the model in economics are analyzed intuitively in the form of
charts.
The fifth chapter is a summary and a prospect. This chapter summarizes the
research results of this paper on the quantity discount pricing of container liner
companies, describes the shortcomings in the research process, and prospects for
further research.
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2 Related theoretical basis and practice description
2.1 Quantity discount theory
Quantity discount is a kind of discount offered by enterprises to consumers who buy
many products. In general, the more buyers buy, the higher the discount, to
encourage consumers to increase the purchase volume, or focus on one enterprise,
or buy in advance. Although the quantity discount reduces the price of products and
the profit of unit products, the increase of sales volume and the acceleration of sales
speed increase the times of capital turnover, the decrease of circulation expenses
and the decrease of the product cost, which leads to the rise of the total profit level of
the enterprise. In short, quantity discount refers to the higher the quantity ordered,
the lower the price per unit, and the higher the discount. The advantages outweigh
the disadvantages for the enterprise. Therefore, a reasonable contract must satisfy
the following two conditions to make both the supplier and the demander in the
supply chain accept the quantity discount contract:
（1）Participation Constraint, also call it as Individual Rationality Constraint. The

benefits that participants can get from participating in the supply chain, and accepting
the contract must be no less than the benefits when they do not participate in the
supply chain and accept the contract. Only when this constraint is satisfied will the
whole supply chain exist stably, and the supply and demand sides can accept this
contract.
（2）Incentive Compatibility Constraint. According to game theory, all market

participants are rational and always pursue the maximization of their interests under
certain conditions. The same is true for the participants in the supply chain. Therefore,
enterprises should also ensure to meet this requirement when designing the
incentive conditions for the participants.
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Based on these two objectives, this dissertation studies the pricing strategy of the
quantity discount, in which the profit maximization of liner companies and freight
forwarders meets the rational requirements of liner companies and freight forwarders,
respectively. In the actual operation process, quantity discounts can be divided into
total quantity discounts and incremental quantity discounts.
Total quantity discount refers to that when the order quantity of the buyer is higher
than the seller's boundary value, and the seller will provide the corresponding price
discount for all the ordered goods of the buyer. According to the order quantity, the
price P of the goods can be expressed as follows:

 p1 ,0  q  Q1
 p ,Q  q  Q

2
p 2 1

 pn , Qn 1  q  Qn

(2.1)

Under the total discount, the function of the buyer's purchase cost C (q) concerning
the order quantity is:

p1q,0  q  Q1
 p q, Q  q  Q

1
2
C(q)   2

 pn q, Qn 1  q  Qn

(2.2)

The relationship between the buyer's total purchase cost C (q) and the order quantity
is shown in the figure. When the order quantity is qi, the total purchase cost is smaller
than that when the order quantity is qi-1. So in some cases, increasing the order
quantity can reduce the cost.
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Figure 1 buyer's cost function chart under total quantity discount
Incremental quantity discount refers to that when the order quantity of the buyer is
higher than the boundary value provided by the seller. The seller will provide the
corresponding discount price for the goods ordered by the buyer beyond the
boundary value. This kind of discount scheme and the total discount are not allowed.
The discount price is not for the total order quantity, but only for the part exceeding
the specific discount point. The unit price P of a product has the same form as the
unit price under the total discount, except that the order quantity to which the
discount applies is different. Under the incremental discount, the function of the
buyer's total purchase cost C(q) concerning the order quantity is as follows.

p1q,0  q  Q1
 p Q  p (q  Q ), Q  q  Q
2
1
1
2
 1 1
C(q)  

n
 p1Q1   pi (q  Qi 1 ), Qn 1  q  Qn

i 2

(2.3)

The relationship between the buyer's total purchase cost C (q) and the ordered
quantity is shown in the figure. With the increase of the ordered quantity, the cost of
unit goods is gradually reduced. For the buyer, the more buyer buys, the more
cost-effective.
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Figure 2 buyer's cost function chart under incremental quantity discount

2.2 Pricing strategy of the liner company
Based on the fact of demand, the desire of customers to buy often decreases with
the increase in purchase volume. In other words, the price that the customer is willing
to pay for the first unit is higher than the price that he is willing to pay for the second
unit, the price that he is willing to pay for the second unit is higher than the price of
the third, and so on. If we understand the customer's cognitive value, we only need to
adjust it down according to its cognitive value until the price reduces to the cost
position. Therefore, when the sales volume is variable, we can adapt the method of
quantity discount pricing (non-linear pricing) to stimulate sales volume growth.
The more accurate the non-linear price is, the more potential profits can be mined.
However, if the optimal value deviation of each component of the linear price is too
large, the negative impact on profit will be more significant. Non-linear pricing is a
kind of offensive price weapon, which requires high market information and
competitors'

response

information. After

considering

the

information

cost,

implementation cost, and management cost, the direct pricing made by the company
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also needs to be publicized to customers. Only when customers understand the
non-linear pricing plan, can they respond to the company's expectations.
There are three conventional pricing methods for large shipping companies:
A：Quantity discount for all units
This method is generally applicable to small and medium-sized fixed customers, to
encourage them to buy more freight volume. The rule is that if the customer's
accumulated freight volume reaches a certain quantity within a specified period, all
unit freight volume will be discounted. For example, if the quarterly freight volume
reaches 500 TEU, the price of all TEU units is 90 US dollars, rather than that the
price of the first 300 units of TEU is 100 US dollars, and the price of 300-500 TEU is
90 US dollars.
For example, if customer purchases 450teu at the price of $100 per TEU and ship
company, the total freight of customer a is $100 * 450 = 45000; if customer
purchases 500teu at the price of $90 per TEU and ship company, the total freight of
customer a is $90 * 500 = 45000. The customer also spent 45000 US dollars, but the
transportation of 500 TEU is more cost-effective than that of 450 TEU. When making
this pricing strategy, shipping line managers need to clarify the breakpoint between
each level of discount and price.
B：Discount after reaching a certain quantity
This method is generally applicable to small and medium-sized non-fixed customers,
to develop them into a fixed customer base. If the customer's accumulated traffic
volume reaches a certain quantity within a specified period, the unit traffic volume will
be discounted after the completion of the quantity. For example, if the quarterly
transportation volume reaches 300 TEU, the price is 100 US dollars, and the price of
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the 301teu starts at 90 US dollars. The route manager first needs to make the price
before discount meets the customer's willingness to pay, and then make the margin
of price discount according to the marginal price.
C：Priority service pricing
This method is generally applicable to large-scale customers with small short-term
price elasticity and large long-term price elasticity. The purpose is to make the
agreed freight volume a principal apportionment object of fixed cost through
differentiated services and in line with the principle of good faith. The rule is that the
customer completes a particular volume commitment within a specified period with
the freight rate after the excellent quantity discount.
The benefits of this approach are:
1. It can predict the utilization of space in advance, which is less affected by the
uncertain factors of market supply and demand
2. Predict the general flow of goods and optimize the order of port affiliation through
the signing of a priority service contract
3. If the revenue of priority service is enough to share the ship's operation cost, the
sales revenue of the remaining spaces is the source of profit.
At the same time, this method has some limitations. After the contract is signed, both
parties need to abide by the provisions of the contract and fulfill their respective
obligations. If the space is full and the freight rate increases, they can not refuse to
accept the customer's booking or postpone the service of the customer's container.
Similarly, the customer can not transfer to other shipping companies with a lower
freight rate when the freight rate decreases, instead of completing the quantity
required by the agreement.
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3 The pricing problem of liner company considering quantity discount
3.1 Problem description
Based on the pricing strategy of the incremental quantity discount, this dissertation
constructs the profit maximization model of the container liner company.
Uncertain market demand applies to most short life cycle products in practice, and
container transportation service is also one of the qualified products. Uncertain
market demand means that demand will change randomly with various market
factors, which is more in line with real life. At the same time, liner companies and
freight forwarders are rational. In order to maximize their interests, they meet
participation constraints and incentive compatibility constraints.

Due to the characteristics of container transportation services, space will cause
losses to the liner company. So in practice, the liner company allows the freight
forwarder to overbook the space, and cancel at any time before filling the container,
without penalty. However, when the quantity of overbooked spaces exceeds the
quantity of temporarily canceled spaces, the liner company will inevitably refuse to
transport part of the goods, which is called "denied boarding," which will generate a
particular oversold cost and reduce the liner company's credit in customers. For
example, if they miss the best selling time for Christmas gift goods, they will
depreciate, and the denial of boarding will cause considerable losses to customers.
Therefore, when considering the pricing strategy of the quantity discount, we should
also consider the risk of overbooking. As the online trading platform is becoming the
mainstream, as to limit the excess booking of freight forwarders, liner companies will
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consider setting penalties or refund fees, which is after deducting the service charge
for changing or returning the volume. At the same time, freight forwarders should
also consider losing customer credit if they book less shipping space. Therefore, in
order to maximize their revenue, freight forwarders will control the booking volume.
As liner transportation is completed through service contracts, different contracts for
confidentiality will be signed for different customers. For large freight forwarders or
manufacturers, in order to share the operating cost of ships, shipping companies will
sign a large amount of discount freight rate agreement every six months or a year.
For small and medium-sized freight forwarders, in order to stimulate small and
medium-sized freight forwarders to book space, shipping companies will also give a
certain amount of discount, and use it as the primary source of profits. Therefore,
shipping companies will have different quantity discounts for different customers.
Generally speaking, they will adopt the total discount pricing strategy for fixed large,
medium, and small customers, and incremental discount pricing strategy for
non-fixed small and medium customers.
Therefore, this dissertation focuses on the pricing model of container liner companies,
which considers the refund fee and adopts the incremental discount pricing under the
condition of uncertain market demand. Moreover, according to the classification of
uncertain market demand and the practicability of the research, the qualitative and
quantitative analysis is carried out when the market demand obeys the condition of
uniform distribution.

3.2 Basic hypothesis and symbol definition
3.2.1 Specific assumptions
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(1) Liner companies and freight forwarders are risks neutral.
(2) Liner companies and freight forwarders are completely rational, aiming to
maximize their interests or utility.
(3) The objective function under uncertain demand is expressed by the expected
return of liner company and freight forwarder, and the return risk of both is not
considered, that is, the variance is not considered in the model.
(4) Under the uncertain market demand, the market demand is D, the distribution
function of the demand is F(x), F(x) is differentiable and strictly increasing, the
density function is f(x), the mean value is μ, which is not related to the quantity price
discount contract.
(5) For all x, f (x) > 0, market demand is more significant than zero, and density
function and distribution function are the basic information of all participants in the
supply chain.
(6) when the demand is uncertain, the sales volume, return volume, and volume
shortage of freight forwarders are expressed as expected values.
The mathematical expectation of sales volume is S(q).
q

q

0

0

S(q )  E min(q, D)  q1  F (q)   xf ( x)dx  q   F ( x)dx

(3.1)

The mathematical expectation of return volume is I(q).
q

I(q )  E (q  D)  q  S (q)   F ( x)dx


(3.2)

0

The mathematical expectation of volume shortage is L(q).
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q

L(q)  E ( D  q )     S (q)   - q   F ( x)dx

(3.3)

0

(7) Liner companies have unlimited shipping space, and the volume of freight
forwarders will not exceed the volume of liner companies.

3.2.2 Symbol definition
The symbols are defined as follows.
Table 1 symbol definition
w

The open price established by liner companies

p

The sales price set by the freight forwarder

cL

The unit carriage cost of the line, including both the fixed
and variable costs

cF

The unit sales cost of the freight forwarder (cF  cL )

v

When a freight forwarder fails to sell the shipping space,
the unit's refund fee is returned from the liner company
after

deducting

the

penalties

and

charges.

(c L  v  λw - c L )
gF

Freight forwarder's unit loss because of lack of space,
such as credit loss, compensation, etc

q

Order quantity of freight forwarder
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T

The breakpoint of quantity discount contract provided by
the liner company

λ

Discount rates offered by liner companies ( （0，
1）
)

ΠL

Liner company’s profit

ΠF

Freight forwarder's profit

ΠT

Profits from the entire supply chain

3.3 Pricing model of liner company without quantity discount under uncertain market
demand
3.3.1 Pricing model under the centralized decision
In the case of uncertain market demand, considering the cooperation between liner
companies and freight forwarders, the optimal decision of the supply chain is jointly
determined with the objective of maximizing the overall interests of the supply chain.
At this time, the overall expectation of the supply chain is as follows.

MaxE ( T (q))  pS (q)  g F L(q)  (cL  cF )q

(3.4)

Find the first-order derivative of q for E ( T (q )) , and make its first-order derivative
equal to zero. Then find the second-order derivative of q for E ( T (q )) .

E( T (q ))
 p  g F  (c L  c F )  ( p  g F ) F ( q )  0
q
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(3.5)

 2 E ( T (q))

（p  g F ) f (q)  0
 2q

(3.6)

The second-order derivative of q for E ( T (q )) is less than zero, and therefore, we
can get the overall optimal booking volume of the supply chain.

F(q) 

p  g F  c F  cL
p  gF

q  F 1 (

(3.7)

p  g F  cF  cL
)
p  gF

(3.8)

At this time, the expected revenue of freight forwarders is as follows.

E ( F (q))  pS (q)  vI (q)  g F L(q)  ( w  cF )q

(3.9)

q

 F  ( p  g F  cF  w)q  ( p  g F  v)  F ( x)dx  g F 
0

(3.10)

The expected revenue of the liner company is as follows.

E ( L (q))  ( w  cL )q  vI (q)

(3.11)

q

 L  ( w  cL )q  v  F ( x)dx

(3.12)

0

The overall expected benefits of the supply chain are as follows.
q

 T  ( p  g F  cF  cL )q  ( p  g F )  F ( x)dx  g F 
0

3.3.2 Pricing model under the decentralized decision
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(3.13)

In the case of uncertain market demand, liner companies and freight forwarders do
not have contractual constraints and decide their own optimal decisions. When the
market demand is uncertain, the freight forwarder takes the maximization of its profit
as the objective function to determine the optimal order quantity. The freight
forwarder's optimal order quantity information is fed back to the liner company, which
determines the maximum profit of the liner company.
In this case, the optimal decision of liner companies and freight forwarders is as
follows.


MaxE ( F (q ))  pS (q )  vI (q )  g F L(q )  ( w  cF )q

(3.14)


MaxE ( L (q ))  ( w  cL )q  vI (q )

(3.15)



Find the first-order derivative of q for E ( F (q )) and make it equal to zero. Then



find the second-order derivative of q for E ( F (q )) .


E( F (q ))
 p  g F  (cF  w)  ( p  g F  v) F (q )  0
q

(3.16)


 2 E( F (q))
 ( p  g F  v ) f ( q )  0
 2q

(3.17)

Therefore the equilibrium solution of the optimal booking volume is obtained. The
optimal booking volume is a response function of price, cost, refund fee, etc.

F(q  ) 

p  g F  cF - w
p  gF  v

(3.18)
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q   F 1 (

p  g F  cF  w
)
p  gF  v

(3.19)

At this time, the expected revenue of freight forwarders is as follows.
q



 F  ( p  g F  cF  w)q  ( p  g F  v)  F ( x)dx  g F 


0

(3.20)

The expected revenue of the liner company is as follows.



q

 L  ( w  cL )q  v  F ( x)dx


(3.21)

0

The overall expected benefits of the supply chain are as follows.



q

 T  ( p  g F  cF  cL )q  ( p  g F )  F ( x)dx  g F 


0

(3.22)

3.3.3 Analysis of pricing model under the centralized and decentralized decision
It can be seen from the above model that under the centralized decision and the
decentralized decision, the optimal booking volume is respectively as follows.

q  F 1 (

p  g F  cF  cL
p  g F  cF  w
) ， q   F 1 (
)
p  gF
p  gF  v

(3.23)

Because of the logic of the function which is as follows,

p  g F  cF  cL p  g F  cF  w ( p  g F )( w  cL  v)  v(cL  cF )

0
p  gF
p  gF  v
( p  g F )( p  g F  v)
p  g F  cF  cL p  g F  cF  w

p

g
p  gF  v
F
Then we can get the logic function.
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(3.24)

(3.25)

1
Moreover, because F(x) is a monotonic increasing function ， F ( x)

monotonic increasing function ， then

is also a

q  q  . The relationship among liner

companies, freight forwarders, and expected revenue of the supply chain is as







follows:  F   F ,  L   L ,  T   T
Therefore, in decentralized decision-making, when there is no quantity discount
contract incentive between liner company and freight agent, the optimal booking
volume of freight agent is less than the optimal booking volume under centralized
control, the profit of freight agent is greater than the profit under centralized control,
the profit of liner company is less than the profit under centralized control, and the
overall profit of supply chain is less than the profit under centralized control. So the
system does not reach the optimal state at this time.

3.4 An incremental quantity discount pricing model for liner companies with known
breakpoint under uncertain market demand
In the real shipping market, each member is an independent economy that belongs
to the decentralized decision-making system. They make the best decision for their
interests. Therefore, to achieve supply chain coordination in decentralized
decision-making, liner companies must propose incentive contracts, such as the
quantity discount contract mentioned in this paper. Liner companies hope to improve
the enthusiasm of freight forwarders, increase booking volume, increase revenue,
and achieve the optimal transportation of the supply chain. Under the uncertain
market demand and the condition that liner companies provide quantity discount
contracts, freight forwarders, and liner companies' decisions will also be affected.
Under the influence of quantity discount prices, freight forwarders determine the
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optimal order quantity to maximize their expected revenue. The liner company
receives the ordering information from the freight forwarder to determine the optimal
quantity discount rate. It is a Stackelberg game model with liner companies as
leaders and freight forwarders as followers. In this section, the quantity discount
pricing model of liner companies with known breakpoint will be established under the
condition of uncertain market demand.
In the quantity discount price contract with a fixed discount point, the quantity
discount price contract of the liner company is (λ, t), that is, when the order quantity
of the freight forwarder is greater than the threshold T, for the excess quantity, the
freight forwarder can enjoy the price discount, the discount price is λw, and the

，q  T
  
mathematical expression is:

1, q  T

.For the determination of T, this section

uses the optimal order quantity of the freight forwarder under the contract without
quantity discount, which is q  .That is, the target discount quantity threshold of the
liner company T equals to q  .
In this case, the expected benefits of the decentralized decision-making of liner
companies and freight forwarders are as follows:

MaxE ( F 1 (q,  ))  pS (q)  vI (q)  g F L(q)  cF q  2 (q  q  ) w  q  w

(3.26)

MaxE ( L1 (q,  ))  ( w  cL )q   (1w  cL )(q  q  )  vI (q)

(3.27)

Find the first-order derivative of q for E ( F 1 (q,  )) and make it equal to zero. Then
find the second-order derivative of q for E ( F 1 (q,  )) .
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E( F 1 (q,  ))
 p  g F  (cF  1w)  ( p  g F  v) F (q )  0
q

(3.28)

 2 E( F 1 (q,  ))
 ( p  g F  v ) f ( q )  0
 2q

(3.29)

Therefore, the equilibrium solution of the optimal booking volume is obtained. The
optimal booking volume is a response function of price, cost, refund fee, etc.


F(q1 ) 

p  g F  cF - 1w
p  gF  v



q1  F 1 (

Substitute

p  g F  c F  1w
)
p  gF  v

q1※

v

(3.31)

into the revenue function of the liner company.

MaxE(L1(q, 1))  (w  cL )F 1(
F 1 (

(3.30)

p  gF  cF  w
p  gF  cF  1w
p  gF  cF  w
)  (1w  cL )(F 1(
)  F 1(
))
p  gF  v
p  gF  v
p  gF  v

p gF cF 1w
)
p gF v

 F(x)dx
0

(3.32)
Find the first-order derivative of the discount rate λ1, and make it equal to zero. Then
find the second-order derivative of the discount rate λ1.
p  g F  cF  1w
F 1 (
)
E ( L1 (q, 1 ))
p  gF  v
w
1 p  g F  cF  1 w
1 p  g F  c F  w
 w( F (
)F (
))  (1w  cL )

p  g F  cF  1w
1
p  gF  v
p  gF  v
p

gF  v
(
)
p  gF  v
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p  g F  cF  1w
)
p  g F  cF  1w
p  gF  v
w
v


0
p  g F  cF  1w
p  gF  v
p

g

v
F
(
)
p  gF  v
F 1 (

(3.33)

p  g F  cF  1w
)
p  gF  v

p  g F  cF  1w
(
)
2
 E ( L1 (q, 1 ))
p  g F  cF  1w
w
p  gF  v

(

w

c

v

)


1
L
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p  gF  v
p  gF  v
1
F 1 (

p  g F  cF  1w
)
(v  2) w
p  gF  v

p  g F  v  ( p  g F  cF  1w )
p  gF  v
2

(3.34)

F 1 (

p  g F  cF  1w
)
p  gF  v
p  g F  c F  1w
From the above formula,  (
) is an expression of the first-order
p  gF  v
F 1 (

derivative of the optimal order quantity q1※ of the freight forwarder to the discount
rate λ1. It is a function containing λ1, and the form is uncertain. Therefore, in uncertain
demand, the discount rate λ1 exists in the general form, but it is difficult to express it
directly with specific analytical solutions. It needs to be solved numerically according
to the distribution function of different demand functions.

At this time, the expected revenue of freight forwarder is:
q1

 F1  ( p  g F  cF   w)q  ( p  g F  v)  F ( x)dx  g F   (1  1 ) wq 

1


1

0

The expected revenue of the liner company is:
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(3.35)

q1

 L1  ( w  cL )q  ( w  cL )(q  q )  v  F ( x)dx



1


1



0

(3.36)

3.5 Transformation of market demand under the condition of uniform distribution
In the previous section, the optimal booking volume and expected revenue of liner
companies and Freight Forwarders under the contract of incremental quantity
discount pricing are solved. Considering the uncertain demand, the specific
expression of the optimal discount rate λ determined by the liner company is not clear.
In order to better understand its economic significance and analyze the role of the
quantity discount pricing contract in coordinating the supply chain, this paper
assumes the market demand function under the condition of uniform distribution, and
further solves the optimal booking volume and expected revenue of liner companies
and freight forwarders. In practice, the perishable products with short product life
cycle can be inferred from the previous demand. In the previous literature, it is often
assumed that the container transportation market's demand meets the condition of
uniform distribution.
3.5.1 An incremental quantity discount pricing model for liner companies with uniform
distribution of market demand and known breakpoint
When the uncertain market demand x obeys, the uniform distribution U a, b  with
mean value μ and variance σ2 , F( x ), f ( x ) is the uniform distribution function and
probability density function. The expression functions are as follows.

 1
，x  a, b 

f ( x)   b  a
0, x  a, b 

(3.37)
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0, x   , a 
x a

F ( x)   f (t )dt  
, x  a, b

b  a
1, x  b,
x

(3.38)

If the random demand obeys the uniform distribution of (0, α), then the density
function is f ( x) 




2

1



, the distribution function is F ( x) 

x



, and the mean value is

. According to the previous calculation, under the two situations of without and

with quantity discount contract, the freight forwarder's optimal booking volume under


the decentralized decision-making is q  , q1 . The reaction functions of the two
companies are as follows.

F(q  ) 



F(q1 ) 

p  g F  cF - w
p  gF  v

(3.39)

p  g F  cF - 1w
p  gF  v

(3.40)

By substituting it into the distribution function of uniform distribution F ( x) 

x



, the

solution is as follows:

q 



q1 

 ( p  g F  cF - w)
p  gF  v

(3.41)

（p  g F  cF - 1w）
p  gF  v

(3.42)


Put the above function q  , q1 into the expected return expression of the liner
company, and the solution is as follows.
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 ( p  g F  c F  1w )

Max( L1 (q,  ))  ( w  cL )

 ( w  cL )(

 ( p  g F  cF  w)

 ( p  g F  cF  w)
p  gF  v

p  gF  v
)  (1w  cL )(

 (1w  cL )(

w(1  1 )
p  gF  v

w(1  1 )
p  gF  v

)  v(

)v

p g F v



2( p  g F  v) 2



0

 ( p  g F  cF  1w) 2

x

)

(3.43)
Find the first-order derivative of λ for  L1 ( ) , and make its partial derivative equal to
zero. Besides, find the second-order derivative of λ for  L1 ( ) .

E ( L1 (q,  )) w 2 (1  1 ) w(1w  cL ) vw( p  g F  cF  1w)



0
1
p  gF  v
p  gF  v
( p  g F  v) 2

(3.44)

 2 E ( L1 (q,  ))
 2w2
vw 2


0
 2 1
p  g F  v ( p  g F  v) 2

(3.45)

The optimal discount rate of the liner company is obtained as follows.

1 

( w  cL )( p  g F  v)  v( p  g F  cF )
2 w( p  g F  v)  vw


(3.46)



Substitute 1 into q1 ,  F 1 ,  L1 to get the optimal booking volume. The expected
revenue of freight forwarder and liner company are as follows.

1 


1

q 

( w  cL )( p  g F  v)  v( p  g F  cF )
2 w( p  g F  v)  vw

(3.47)

（p  g F  cF - 1 w）
p  gF  v

(3.48)
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dx



(q1 ) 2


 F1  ( p  g F  cF   w)q  ( p  g F  v)
 g F  (1  1 ) wq 
2
2

1


1



(q ) 2
 L1  ( w  cL )q  ( w  cL )(q  q )  v 1
2



1


1

(3.49)



(3.50)

3.5.2 Analysis of pricing model with and without quantity discount under the
decentralized decision

Proposition 1: under the uncertain market demand, the pricing model of container
liner companies with incremental quantity discounts can increase the optimal order
quantity of freight forwarders compared with no quantity discount.

Proof：



q1  q  

w(1  1 )
p  gF  v

0
(3.51)

This proposition shows that liner companies give a particular price discount to freight
forwarders according to the contract of incremental quantity discount price, which
stimulates the purchase desire of freight forwarders, increases the booking volume,
and improves the market supply. The quantity price discount contract, because of its
advantage in price, makes use of the principle of small profits but quick turnover. It
hopes to turn the unfixed small and medium-sized customers into fixed ones and
expand the liner companies' market share.
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Proposition 2: under uncertain market demand, the container liner company pricing
model with incremental quantity discount can increase the expected revenue of liner
companies and freight forwarders compared with no quantity discount.

Proof：

 w


 F 1   F  (1  1 )(q1  q  )  0
2

(3.52)





2( p  g F )(1 w  cL  v)  v(2cF  2cL  w  1 w)
 L1   L  (q  q )
0
2( p  g F  v )



1



(3.53)

This proposition shows that under the decentralized decision-making, the
incremental quantity discount contract can not only increase the expected revenue of
the liner company, but also increase the expected revenue of the freight forwarder,
realize the win-win of the liner company and the freight forwarder, and achieve the
coordination of the supply chain. Revenue is the ultimate goal of enterprise
management, which determines all the decisions of the enterprise. Quantity discount
contract, because it influences the enterprise, plays a vital role in the management of
liner companies.
Proposition 3: under the uncertain market demand, in the pricing model of container
liner companies with an incremental quantity discount, the optimal booking volume
and revenue expectation are monotonic increasing functions of parameter α with
uniform distribution.
Proof：
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q1
q
E ( F 1 )  F 1
E ( L1 )  L1
 1 0

0

0







(3.54)

This proposition shows that under the uncertain market demand, the equilibrium
solution is solved by the uniform distribution of [0, α]. The size of α means the size of
uncertainty. The larger α is, the larger the order quantity and the expected return of
participants are. It is of great practical significance for liner companies to accurately
judge the uncertainty of market demand.
Proposition 4: under the uncertain market demand, in the pricing model of container
liner companies with an incremental quantity discount, the optimal discount rate of
liner companies is the monotonic increasing function of the open price w set by liner
companies and the monotonic increasing function of the unit transportation cost cL.
Proof：


1
( p  g F )(v  cL )  v(cL  cF )

0
w
w(2 p  2 g F  v)

(3.55)



1
p  gF  v

0
cL 2 w( p  g F  v)  vw

(3.56)

This proposition shows that under the uncertain market demand, the discount rate of
the liner company has a positive relationship with the open price, and a positive
relationship with the unit transportation cost. The higher the open price of liner
companies is, the greater the discount they can offer, and the more space they can
give freight forwarders for price concessions. The liner company determines the
optimal discount rate through negotiation with the freight forwarder. When the unit
transportation cost increases, the liner company's discount rate will also increase.
The larger the unit transportation cost of the liner company is, to ensure the revenue,
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it must be compensated on the price. The discount rate should be designed at a
higher level, and the cost should be compensated by using the price advantage.

4 Numerical analysis
In the case of uncertain market demand, it is assumed that in a certain period, the
market demand of container liner transportation service of a freight agent is subject
to the uniform distribution of [0,1000], and other parameters are shown in the table
below (all in USD), and the calculation results are obtained. The formulas used are
as follows.
Table 2 formulas used in numerical analysis
Without

Optimal

quantity

booking

discount

volume
The

q 

 ( p  g F  cF - w)
p  gF  v

2

q  g F
 F  ( p  g F  cF  w)q  ( p  g F  v)

2
2


expected



profit of
freight
forwarder
The
expected
profit

2

vq 
 L  ( w  cL )q 
2




of

the line
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With

Optimal

quantity

quantity

1 

( w  cL )( p  g F  v)  v( p  g F  cF )
2 w( p  g F  v)  vw

discount discount
rate
Optimal
booking


1

q 

（p  g F  cF - 1 w）
p  gF  v

volume
The



expected
profit of



 F1  ( p  g F  cF  1 w)q1  ( p  g F  v)
 gF


2



(q1 ) 2
2



 (1  1 ) wq 

freight
forwarder
The



expected
profit



 L1  ( w  cL )q   (1 w  cL )(q1  q  )  v



(q1 ) 2
2

of

the line

Table 3 parameters under the uniform distribution
p

w

cL

cF

gF

α

250

150

50

30

20

1000

Table 4 income levels of participants under different refund fees
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v

F’

F1

L’

L1

55

8837

11545

37042

43150

60

9286

11801

37347

43095

65

9756

12076

37638

43014

70

10250

12374

37913

42904

75

10769

12697

38166

42763

80

11316

13047

38393

42586

85

11892

13429

38590

42370

90

12500

13844

38750

42111

95

13143

14299

38865

41804

Figure 3 income levels of participants under different refund fees
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According to the above analysis, it can be found that with the increase of retail price,
the revenue level of liner companies and freight forwarders gradually rises, which
conforms to the general law of economic development. At the same time, no matter
liner companies or freight forwarders, the gap between the revenue level without
quantity discount pricing and quantity discount pricing are gradually narrowing. The
fact shows that with the increase in the retail price, the impact of incremental quantity
discount pricing contracts on the revenue level decreases.
Table 5 parameters under the uniform distribution
v

w

cL

cF

gF

α

70

150

50

30

20

1000

Table 6 income levels of participants under different retail prices
p

F’

F1

L’

L1

230

3611

6189

33596

39755

240

6842

9176

35900

41427

250

10250

12374

37913

42904

260

13810

15753

39683

44218

270

17500

19287

41250

45392

280

21304

22954

42647

46448

290

25208

26737

43898

47402
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300

29200

30622

45024

48267

Figure 4 income levels of participants under different retail prices
According to the above analysis, it can be found that with the increase of retail price,
the revenue level of liner companies and freight forwarders gradually rises, which
conforms to the general law of economic development. At the same time, whether
liner companies or freight forwarders, the gap between the revenue level of countless
volume discount pricing and that with volume discount pricing is gradually narrowing.
The fact shows that with the increase in the retail price, the impact of incremental
volume discount pricing contracts on the revenue level is reduced.

5 Conclusion and prospect
5.1 Conclusion
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With the full application of quantity discount pricing theory in practice, the research
on adopting quantity discount theory and applying it to the shipping industry is
gradually enriched. However, most scholars focus on total quantity discounts and
pay less attention to the incremental quantity discount. Moreover, the research on
quantity discounts is mostly limited to the research when market information is
determined. However, in actual operation, both liner companies and freight
forwarders are uncertain about the market demand. Besides, considering that liner
companies and freight forwarders are rational and in line with participation constraint
and incentive compatibility constraint, this paper constructs a pricing model of
container liner companies considering incremental quantity discounts under the
uncertainty of market demand.
The main work of this dissertation is to establish a pricing model of container liner
company for unfixed small and medium freight forwarders, considering refund fee
and incremental quantity discount under the condition of uncertain market demand,
and to find the expression function of the optimal discount rate and the expected
return of freight forwarders and liner companies. Among them, the optimal breakpoint
is the optimal booking volume without a quantity discount. Simultaneously, qualitative
and quantitative analysis and numerical simulation are carried out when market
demand is subject to the uniform distribution.
The main conclusions are as follows:
(1) When the market demand is uncertain, the pricing contract model of container
liner companies without quantity discount does not reach the optimal state in the
whole supply chain.
(2) When the market demand is uncertain, the pricing contract model of container
liner companies with a quantity discount reaches the optimal state in the whole
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supply chain. Moreover, compared with the pricing model of container liner
companies without incremental quantity discounts, the pricing contract with quantity
discounts can increase freight forwarders' optimal order quantity. At the same time,
the expected revenue of liner companies and freight forwarders can be increased.
(3) In the pricing model of container liner companies with an incremental quantity
discount, the optimal booking volume and revenue expectation are monotonic
increasing functions of uniformly distributed parameter α. The optimal discount rate
of liner companies is a monotonic increasing function of open price W. The optimal
discount rate is also a monotonic increasing function of unit transportation cost cL set
by liner companies.
(4) Whether liner companies or freight forwarders, the revenue level increases with
the increase of refund fee and retail price, but the impact of incremental quantity
discount pricing contracts on the revenue level is gradually reduced.
5.2 Prospect
There are still many areas to be improved in this dissertation. In real life, the supply
chain members are more complex, and the market environment is unpredictable. It is
challenging to meet the actual needs when designing the pricing model of container
liner companies. In order to further study and guide the efficient production, the
following aspects can be improved:
(1) This dissertation only studies the risk-neutral secondary supply chain composed
of a liner company and a freight forwarder. Next, we can study the supply chain of
one company and multiple freight forwarders under the uncertain market demand,
consider the pricing model of excess volume of liner companies, and further study
the role of the incremental volume discount price contract.
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(2) To simplify the research, this dissertation focuses on the research of the contract
parameters of incremental quantity discount pricing and the ordering quantity of
freight forwarders. Under the uncertain market demand, this dissertation assumes
that freight forwarders' sales price is an external parameter and does not decrease
with the quantity price discount provided by liner companies. In the future, we can
further study the impact of a quantity price discount on the sales price.
(3) In the study of uncertain market demand, according to different market demand
distribution in different periods, such as normal distribution, Poisson distribution, or
more complex distribution, we can solve and analyze more equilibrium results, and
further improve this dissertation.
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